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ACROSS
2 The DTI Evolution Rifle is
designed for the ___
shooter
4 The upper and lower
reciever of the HK417 are
made from ___ grade
aluminum
7 The crosshairs in the
Pulsar Digisight N550 are
___ and not mechanical
10 The Sten was initially
regarded as “English
sheet metal ___”
12 The Thorneycroft Carbine
was chambered in .303
British and held 5 rounds
in an ___ magazine
13 The Israeli version of the
bullpup is the ___
17 (Frank Iannamico) The
Veterans' Heritage ___
Act provided a period for
veterans/family members
to register firearms
(machine guns) acquired
overseas before Oct. 31,
1968 without prosecution
18 RFB- ___ Forwardejecting Bullpup
20 (Miles Vining) The KRISS
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Vector .45 caliber
submachine has an
operating system known
as "___ V"
(Charles Brown) Israeli
Defense Forces modified
both one and two piece
front barrel bearings,
commonly called “___”
and “___ plugs” made
from standard USGI parts
(Todd Burgreen) The
Norinco Type 86S's bolt,
bolt ___, and magazines
are inter-changeable with
other AKs
Short Barrel Rifle (abbr)
The ATI HD-16 Series
rifles, V916 and the
HDVX, feature custom
free-float aluminum ___
Dual Aperture Gunsight
Riflescope (abbr)
The name Sten was
created from the initial
letters of the names
Shepperd and Turpin, and
the production site ___
(Chris Choat) The
Thorneycroft Carbine was
the first ___ rifle

DOWN
1 (David Pazdera) In the
name CZ 2075 RAMI,
"RAMI" was formed by the
first letters of names
Radek and ___
2 Sturmgewehr (abbr)
3 (Tom Wilson) The art of
shooting out at great
distance and hitting an
intended object; Long ___
5 Ceská zbrojovka (abbr)
6 Armee-Universal-Gewehr
(abbr)
8 (R.K. Campbell) In the
Mauser HSc, the "c"
denoting variation meant
___ and final design
9 The Beretta pistol is a ___
action design
11 (Christopher R. Bartocci)
The HK417 buffer and
action spring are large in
diameter, the buffer is
unique in that it has a ___
to the rear by the bumper
14 Steyr Mannlicher's StG 77,
or Sturmgewehr 77, was
adopted in 1997 by the
Austrian ___
15 (Will Dabbs, MD) H&K
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company never offered
the hybrid MP-5 we call
the “___ Stretch” as a
commercial product
This company produced a
series of commercial
tripods designated as
Mark “B”, “C”, “E”, “F” and
“J”
One major difference
between the MR762A1
and the HK417 is the
automatic ___ hole is not
there and the trigger group
is a proprietary
semiautomatic only group
(Michael Heidler) The ___
gun was developed by
Colonel V. Shepperd and
engineer H. J. Turpin
(Robert Segel) The Model
of 1915 tripod was made
by Springfield ___ but
never made it into full
production
Israeli Defense Forces
(abbr)
The Springfield Champion
pistol has its origins in the
U.S. Army Officer’s ___
Personal Defense
Weapon (abbr)

